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“All models are wrong…., 

….but some are useful”

George E.P. Box: A univariate time series modelling thought 
leader of the previous century

A little reminder



Models to support investment decisions are looking better 
with the day....



....but how ‘legit’ are they? 

Fit Model To 
Data ForecastPredictive 
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 Model
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What your Twitter timeline is filled with...

And how it should be done...
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Anonymous account went viral



ln(S2F) vs ln(BTC Mkt Cap)

Which data did he use?
Inflation (orange) and supply (blue) over time

Actual Supply
Stock-to-Flow  =       ------------------------

      Yearly Mined 



Linear Regression Model:

ln(btc mkt cap) = a * ln(s2f) + b + error

Resulting predictive model:

ln(btc mkt cap) = a * ln(s2f) + b 

What’s his work about?



Linear regression is a type of model, which is a 
set of joint distributions satisfying a set of 
assumptions that should be met in order to 
determine BLUE coefficients that quantify the 
relation between the variables. 

Least squares is an estimation technique that 
estimates the parameters of models. Ordinary 
least squares is the least squares technique 
used for estimating the parameters of linear 
regression models.

Linear Regression Model you say?



1. Mkt cap and S2F as variables are both trending

2. R2 = 0.95

3. Extreme values

Concerns



Variables are stationary over time

Regression line is correct: expected value of error is zero

Error and independent variable should be independent

Homoskedastic Error: constant variance in error term

No autocorrelation in error term

Warning: you might be looking at spurious relations













“Cointegration between two non-stationary variables 
exists when…..

                  .....a stationary linear combination of those 
variables exists”

Clive W. J. Granger
“For methods of analyzing economic time series with 
common trends (cointegration)”2003

Cointegration?



Cointegration

M.R. Burger

Cointegration in a few seconds



Consequence of Cointegration

Remember the regression model?

ln(btc mkt cap) = a * ln(s2f) + b + error

Superconsistency in the estimators!

Superconsistency: the estimators for a and b will converge faster to the true value for a and b



Cointegration and statistical pair trading



What would cointegration mean for bitcoin’s S2F and market cap?



- Own dataset with daily data

- 3 different cointegration tests 

- Cointegrating Regression 

Durbin-Watson test

- 2 step Engle Granger test

- Johansen Test

DYOR: Do Your Own Research



Cointegration indeed there?



All Variables Stationary

Stationarity Tests

All Variables 
Non-Stationary

Variables Both Stationary 
And Non-Stationary

VAR & OLS Models Cointegration 
Tests

Causality 
Tests

CointegrationNo Cointegration

ARDL Models

Error 
Correction 

Model

What was next?



Value of Bitcoin USA



Deterministic elements cause problems



Earlier conclusions invalidated, so now what:

All Variables Stationary

Stationarity Tests

All Variables 
Non-Stationary

Variables Both Stationary 
And Non-Stationary

VAR & OLS Models Cointegration 
Tests ARDL Models



Conclusions regarding S2F model

- No cointegration between S2F and bitcoin price

- Can’t prove that relation is non spurious

- Uncertainty increased again regarding the fact whether or not relation is spurious

- People who belief this relation exists now have to take uncertainty into account

- This uncertainty means that you should be even more cautious when using the model or 
related metrics for investment decisions



What the #$#% was this about?

Subscribe at www.bitcoinometrics.io
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